Secure Enterprise Work Management Applications
Built Exclusively for ServiceNow
Leading organizations are taking control and eliminating chaos by moving from
email, spreadsheets, shared folders, and complex workflow solutions to
Tasker. By eliminating the silos and gaps of an unstructured work environment,
employees and business leaders unlock lost productivity and see an increased
and faster return on investment from their people and systems.

Schedule a Consultation
and Custom Demo:

dtechapps.com

Tasker 2.8 was reimagined from the ground up with task and project
management best practices necessary for a new world of remote, hybrid,
and on-premise work. Tasker is engineered to be the most secure and
dynamic productivity platform available in cloud, hybrid and on premise
environments. Tasker brings people out of email and sticky notes and into a
single-screen, enabling users to track and manage productivity without
exposing your organization to the security threats and risks of subscription
SaaS-based productivity solutions.

NEW! Streamlined
Responsive UI

Designed to maximize team
and individual productivity

Faster decisions in
fewer clicks
Mobile and Desktop
UI designed to work
the way people work,
not spreadsheets

Built with Fast ROI and
task/project management
best practices in mind

Build Simple and
Complex Tasks and
Projects in a few clicks

Track progress of assignments
and identify bottlenecks quickly
before delays impede progress

Built for on-premise, remote,
and hybrid work teams to
increase productivity

Built for Today’s Enterprise Leveraging a New Generation of
On-Premise, Remote, and Hybrid Teams and Staff

Intuitive Builder
Easily build complex tasks and projects in “task-tree
views.” Quickly make task and subtasks, adjust
assignments, or make ad-hoc changes on the fly to
adjust for unexpected challenges or staff turnover. The
flexibility and proactive features of Tasker 2.8 ensure
work is completed and nothing is lost when changes
impact the market, business, or workforce.

Reports & Dashboards
Robust and dynamic standard and custom dashboards
capture the state of work being performed throughout
the organization. Executives can review organizational
performance while business unit and team leaders can
see who is getting work done and where bottlenecks are
impacting productivity. All dashboard data can be easily
exported in one-click to .csv and .xlsx formats for further
analysis or review.

About DTech Apps
Discover Technologies is an 11-year-old technology
services and products company focused on helping
organizations through their digital transformation journey.
A few years ago, Discover Technologies recognized the
challenges organizations experienced in modernizing
office operations to become more efficient and
successful. DTech Apps by Discover Technologies was
born.

DTech Apps by Discover Technologies partnered with
ServiceNow, the global leader in workflow management,
to develop a suite of applications to help organizations
improve productivity through work management. These
products enable organizations to spend more time
achieving their objectives while realizing a fast
return-on-investment. The result: development of The
Tasker Suite, engineered to help organizations increase
efficiency and discover new levels of productivity.

dtechapps.com | info@dtechapps.com

